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Candidates should answer ALL questions in Section A and ONE question in section B. All
questions MUST be written in the booklet.

Section A
Leggi il seguente brano

Word power
Despite the growth of other media and apocalyptic predictions about the demise of literature,
publisher Gail Rebuck argues that the role of books is more vital than ever in the modern
world

(1) Books have been central to our history - in particular, the history of ideas - and to human
experience. First, painstakingly hand crafted and painted, then hot off Caxton's printing
presses, then sold as sixpenny paperbacks, finally mass marketed for a post-second world war
public hungry for self-improvement. From the pages of books have come fable, soap opera,
knowledge, solace and inspiration for many hundreds of years.



(2) Matthew Arnold, the critic, poet and teacher, writing in Culture and Anarchy in 1869,
believed social equality would result from the spread of culture, that all people could live in
"sweetness and light" if exposed to the civilising influence of books.
(3) He wrote: "Futile as are many bookmen and helpless as books and reading often prove,
for bringing nearer to perfection those who use them, one must, I think, be struck more and
more, the longer one lives, with how much in our present society a man's life of each day
depends for its solidity and value on whether he reads during that day."
Many of us might agree that we do, perhaps unconsciously, judge people by the hours they
spend reading and by what they read.
(4) Jonathan Rose's vivid book, The Intellectual Life of the British Working Classes (2001),
charts the liberation that books brought to working men and women in the 19th and 20th
centuries: reading aloud in factories to large groups of workers, the development of working-
class libraries, the power of the Workers' Educational Association. In short, the power of the
book to spread education and democracy and to lift the sights and consciousness of an
emerging working class.
(5) For many women in particular, this was a profound liberation. Rose quotes Elizabeth
Bryson, born to a poor bookkeeper in Dundee, who encountered what she called "the exciting
experience of being kindled to the point of explosion by the fire of words". "From the earliest
days," she wrote, "we are striving to become articulate, struggling to clothe in words our
vague perceptions and questionings. Suddenly, blazing from the printed page, there are the
words, the true resounding words we couldn't find. It is an exciting moment." Inspired by
what she read, she went on to become one of the first woman doctors.
(6) For the last 200 years, the power of books has been unparalleled. But by the 1980s and
90s that success - which had continued to grow, despite the parallel growth of newspapers,
cinema and then television - was being challenged. The pace of technological change, the
explosion in new, fast, interactive media, was giving some writers, publishers, and
booksellers a crisis of confidence. A cacophony of doomsayers predicted the end of books
and the disintegration of literature.
(7) One of the most eloquent of these predictions came from the writer and philosopher
George Steiner: "It may well be that the age of the book in its classical sense is now coming
to a very gradual end. That age spans, very roughly, the period from the 1550s to the 1950s:
400 very short years. The information base that can be gathered swiftly and accurately by the
new electronic media is such that in many respects the book today is antiquarian, as luxurious
an instrument as was the illuminated manuscript after Gutenberg."
(8) Publishing is a mature industry that has not seen much real growth over the past seven
years. …
Bookshops in the UK enjoy the highest discounts in the world from publishers and our book
buyers the lowest prices relative to the size of our market. We publish over 125,000 new
titles a year in the UK, more than the US. …We have direct and mail-order book channels,
online booksellers, and yet the choice and depth of range offered in the high street and
superstores is in decline as more and more chain bookshop focus goes on three-for-two
paperback promotions and we see our backlist (and with it the choice for consumers) shrink
before our eyes. And there is no point in pretending that other media do not have an appeal,
particularly to the young.



(9) But despite the very real pressures and the new technologies, I do not believe the
apocalyptic predictions will be realised. I am optimistic about the book industry and the
future of books because, in their unflamboyant way, books penetrate the cynicism, confusion,
and anxiety of the age. World Book Day is one of the most exciting expressions of that
optimism. It now hands out 12 million £1 book tokens to school children, signing up primary
and secondary schools to the project, and successfully increasing book sales and reading.
…
(10) Children - a new generation of readers - are queuing at midnight to buy JK Rowling's
Harry Potter books. Last year, British writers such as Ian McEwan, Allison Pearson, Robert
Harris and Mark Haddon penetrated the American market more successfully than ever
before. Another British success, Philip Pullman, describes the enduring power of books:
"This private secret space, this hidden empire that opens out between the book and yourself,
is precious. In an age when there are more distractions and ways of filling time - or wasting
time - than human beings have ever had before, this rich, consoling, inspiring, liberating
solitude is more valuable than ever. We must lead our children to it and show them the way."
…
(11) The power of the book for this age, at this time, was brought home to me at a 21st
century marketing conference I attended recently. I sat there listening to the marketing
wisdom of the moment. The cutting-edge thinking was all about customisation and
personalisation. The need to move beyond uniformity to tailor offers to the individual. The
end of deference and top-down forms of communication. The need to find the tipping point,
the viral marketing techniques, the word-of-mouth that builds a critical mass of satisfied
clients.
(12) The qualities that brands and institutions want are trust, authenticity, emotion, respect,
personalisation and empowerment. Presentations outlined the exponential increase in the
media, with individuals having to contend with a bewildering amount of messages: hundreds
of TV channels, millions of websites, 250 commercial radio stations, 8,000 magazines, third-
generation mobile phones, text messaging. Every Saturday or Sunday broadsheet newspaper
contains more information than the average person in the 17th century would have been
exposed to in a lifetime.
(13) The result is the ever-increasing necessity to shout louder to get heard. The accent is on
the sensational, the personal, the controversial, anything to stand out from the crowd. It
means that seriousness, reflection, and balance are squeezed out. And one of the effects is a
spiralling crisis in the relationship between media, politics and the people. The media is
accused of distortion and cynicism, the government is accused of spin in its attempts to get
over its message and the public ends up confused, disillusioned and often angry. This
relationship is near breaking point. This is the world of inauthentic communication;
communication that is losing trust. Both media and politicians need to step back and rethink
the relationship.
(14) Yet people crave moments of authenticity. And so as I listened to those marketing
presentations, as speaker after speaker outlined the attributes of successful products and
campaigns, one word kept coming into my mind: books. What the marketeers believed to be
desirable in every product were the very characteristics of the industry I had been part of all
my life. The oldest of all the media, ironically, is the one most in tune with the times.



(15) The book is authentic communication. It is bottom-up communication. The book thrives
on word of mouth: you only have to look at the growth in book clubs, reading groups, books
given as presents, communities of readers sharing a deeply personal experience.
…
… people turn increasingly to books to help them to achieve, to make the most of their
leisure time, to help them lead a more fulfilling life, whether it's learning a language, creating
a garden, cooking for friends, exploring Paris or raising children. And the very innovations
that are sometimes seen as a threat to the book often depend on the book for their ideas and
inspiration. Top Hollywood films like Cold Mountain, Jurassic Park or Lord of the Rings. Or
Trainspotting, a British success, based on Irvine Welsh's novel, and Joe Simpson's Touching
the Void - a wonderful example of a film illustrating a book. Or TV hits like Pride and
Prejudice, Emma, Middlemarch, or serial films based on novels by PD James or Ruth
Rendell.
(16) And though the book industry may be the quietest of the creative industries, it is the one
that speaks most powerfully to our desire to make sense of the world around us. That is why,
particularly at times of anxiety or trouble, as after September 11, people turned to books. The
sales of books to do with Islam or terrorism or the Middle East soared as people looked for
more reflective writing. They wanted to understand.
(17) Only last week we learned that sales of TE Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom have
increased eight-fold as the book is snapped up by experts trying to learn how to deal with the
various Iraqi forces emerging since the end of Saddam Hussein's rule. Books do not
necessarily represent the truth any more than other media. And there are bad books as well as
bad journalism. But what they avoid (in most cases) is getting caught up in the daily
obsession with being first to the news, first with the scoop, the paranoia of missing "the"
story. Books can take a longer view and tackle subjects in greater depth.
(18) Books will never again play the unique role of 100 years ago, however. There will be
other sources of knowledge and information like the internet. There will be other engaging
media for story-telling such as the cinema or TV. But the enduring value of books will be
driven by trust and authenticity. Books can, and I believe will, be part of the fight-back
against trivia, spin, sensationalism, ephemera and short cuts. They will be what people turn to
for a more profound connection, for greater meaning and understanding. And that is why I
believe books will matter more than ever.    

Gail Rebuck The Guardian

Rispondi alle seguenti domande:
1) Riassumi i primi due paragrafi.
2) Di che cosa tratta il libro di Jonathan Rose The Intellectual Life of the British Working

Classes?
3) Che cosa intendeva secondo te Elizabeth Bryson con le parole “the exciting expereince of

being kindled to the point of explosion by the fire of words” (parag. 5)?
4) Perché alcuni hanno previsto la fine del libro e della letteratura?
5) Quali sono gli effetti della sempre crescente diffusione delle informazioni e dei mass

media?



6) Perché nonostante i segni di crisi del mercato ci sono secondo l’autore anche segni di
ottimismo per il futuro del libro?

7) Riassumi gli ultimi 3 paragrafi.
8) Commenta il pensiero di Matthew Arnold espresso nei paragrafi 2 e 3.

SECTION B

Svolgi una composizione di circa 500 parole su uno dei seguenti argomenti.

1) Discuti l’importanza del cinema come mezzo di conoscenza riferendoti anche ai film visti
durante il semestre.

2) ‘La guerra non si propone più come un’alternativa razionale’. (J.F.Kennedy Messaggio
all’ONU, 25 settembre 1961). Pensi che questa affermazione sia ancora valida?

3) L’importanza etica dello sport e il suo valore commerciale. Discutine i pro e i contro.


